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Till' original purpose or this papn was tu pt-esvnt uff-tlH><1i1 d,ltd on the rL'cuwry ul ;1 I.Jllll'. 

stt\~alll tr,111smiltvd by th1.: VLF ~t;1tiun :r--.;BA ;11 Summitt, Canal Zu11L·_ Due to unfun'SL'.l'll 

difficultil:s in tllc procurement or surnc critical Ullllp01H.·nts rcquir,·d in the antcnnJ por

ticn or thL' syslL'lll, the 1.:nnrnlL'llL'ellH'llt date for lransmis,iun wa~ dl'iaycd until January 

[973. No ;1dual d,1ta has bL'L:n n:L·,:iVL:d rron1 t!H: sL1tio11 :11 thi\ tItnL'. howcwr, thL: sysll'm 

has IK~cn simulc1tcd i1 1 tlic l;1bor.it11r:-,. 

T!Jis prcscnt:1tin11 will k divided i11w !w() p:1rh: 

• The first part d1s1.·11ssc, the 111c·tl10d 11f time L:untrul L'mplo~n! at NBA for tirm:-sig11al 

transmission It abc, cks1:rihL:s nwthud~ ul ,·xtracting ;1 ··rl·covned clc,ck"' ,il the 

re1.Tivcr ,llld pll'Sl'llh d:1L1 dcrivnl i11 :in L.·qwriflll'lll Jt thL' Nav:d i<L'SC'Jrch l ;.;bur:1-

tory (NRL) and lrorn a signal n:,.:vivcd frum NLK/NPC. Jocikd at. Oso, Washington. 

• The secund part ofthl' prcsci;LJtion disc11sscs requirernents for adapting PTT! l'1ffitroi 

t0 Naval Communicatiom Systl'111'>. It describes a nwihod !or reducing tlw tirn,' re· 

quired for synchro11i·1:itiun ur i,kntificc1tiu11 ,,f n1css:1gL", ,rnd the Llllou\ l_rorn the 

commu11icatio1: sy~tcrn to p:1-.,.11 :: LirnL'k-_'L'pillf llS'irs 

FSK COMMUNICATIONS FOR TIME 

Figt1re l -,hov."; the ~U:Liuns, locatium. :h~igm'd fn:qt!\.'llC). :ind 1wrrnnal r:1didkd power oi' 

the Naval VLF high poWL'rt'd transrni1 tim: s1 alium i\ t tlw presrnt t111H:, all ,if !JH::;c tr:tri:;

mi~siuns an: frcqucncy/ph:is,' s:Llbil1h'd :ind :Jt"e monitored hy th1_· N:1val Oh:-.(TVcito:·y. The 

local stdinn clucks arc.: ckrivt'U lrorn :.-,:~iurn-b,·-:;r11 u,<i!Lltors ·,Nhich :in' rnaintained in fre

quency lo withirc s,.::vnal pan~ 111 l 0 1 1
• 111,·~c ~L1,iu1b 011 c:ntc in ,111 FSK rno(k with the 

low(•.r carrier on till' a,;sig:wd i'r,'q11l:·11c'.) :Ills! th\_' UJ'll\'J ('arr:,.T off-,,.:! by 50 l:y,:les. It 

uperatcs at so baud in 7.U h'k!:,p,· Jldl' 111 c1il SLJ!i,,:1, c'\_'c'{'l :\, 1nhWl'SI ( ape AU'.,tr;ili,1, 

only the on-frequency carriu is ph;l~L' ,.-on!rulkd Tli\_· oi hl'l fn·quency phase will vary to 

compenc;ate !or variations in the bit-:---trl:lm timing. i\1 l\nrtliwest Cape the bit strcan1 is 

rt:timed. 

In order to realize the full capabi!itiei of' the VLF system for PTT! purpc,svs. it ic; th'CL'.s· 

sary to control all time aspects of the signal. A block diagram of the NBA contrnl system 
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NOMINAL 

STATION LOCATION FREQUENCY RADIATED 
(kHz) POWER (kw) 

NAA CUTLER, MAINE 
44°38 9N, 67°16 9W 17,80 1,000 

NBA BALBOA,CANALZONE 24.00 150 

09°-03 N 
79°-39 w • 

NOT VOSAMI, JAPAN 17.40 50 

34°58 N 
137°01 E 

NLK JIM CREEK, 
WASHINGTON 18.60 250 
48°12 1N, 
121°55 ow 

NPM LUALUALEI, HAWAII 23.40 140 

21°-25 -N 
158°-09 -W 

NSS ANNAPOLIS, MD. 21.40 85 
38°-59 -N 
77°-27 -W 

NWC NORTH WEST CAPE, 22.30 1,000 

AUSTRALIA 
21° 49 OS, 

114°09 8E 

Figure 1. The Naval VLF high-powered transmitting stations. 
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is shown in Figure 2. This system differs significantly from previous control systems 
since it will provide for not only phase control of both carriers but also the time of 
transition. All of the driving signals and time references arc provided by a cesium-beam 
clock system which is coordinated in time by the Naval Observatory. The input keying 
information is stored and rctimed in the storage buffer unit. The output from this unit 
keys the coherent FSK keyer, which provides the signal for driving the transmitter. The 

output of the transmitter is monitored at the antenna. Both of the carrier frequencies 
are tracked in the comparator. The positive going-zero crossings of these tracked fre
quencies arc detected and divided down to produce 20-millisecond time streams. These 
time streams arc then compared with a 20-milliseconcl time-stream reference from the 
clock. The error signal between the clock stream and the divided-clown on-frequency 
carrier is used to phase control all of the signals required by the storage buffer and the 
coherent FSK keyer. The error signal produced from the comparison of the clock 20-
millisecond stream and the divided-down off-frequency carrier is used to control the dif
ferential phase between the on-frequency carrier and the off-frequency carrier. In this 
manner, an output signal format is produced as shown in Figure 3. The positive going
zero crossings of the carriers are held on time. Selection of a particular cycle in each 
20-millisecond segment is accomplished in the digital division. The divided signal marks 
the point of phase coincidence between the two carriers. This point can then be adjusted 
in calibration to occur ,it any selected point in the FSK transition. The center point on a 
transi~ion was chosen to provide an easily identifiable spot for systems employing dis
criminators, Once set and calibrated, the control points will hold to within± 200 nano
seconds of the reference clock. 

An experiment was conducted using the block diagram shown in Figure 4 to determine 
the effects of noise on the recovered clock and to make a comparison between a discrimina
tor demodulator and a coherent demodulator. A communication receiver, BRR-3, was 
employed. ln normal noncoherent operation, the discriminator demodulator is used, but 
for coherent demodulation a special demodulator unit was developed which demodulates 
the IF output frequencies and phase locks the local oscillator in the BRR-3 receiver to a 
stable reference source. The recowred clock was compared in a phase meter with the 
local clock and displayed on a recorder. A simulated signal attenuated to the nonnal ex
pected input level was fed into the receiver and a VLF antenna was also connected so that 
noise condi lions would be nearly the same as those encountered when receiving an actual 

tran smiss1 on. 

Figure 5 shows the results of these tests at three levels of input signal with noise level 
essentially the same in all cases. The signal level in the upper chart is equivalent to that 
normally received in Washington from NBA. Note that the width of the line in this case 
is about 50 microseconds. If the signal is further c1veraged, ten microseconds can easily be 
obtained. This is sufficient to identify the cycle of the tracked on-frequency carrier. Even 
though epoch timing control has not been installed at the other VLF transmitters, the 
stability of the input keying is sufficient lo produce periods of 15 to 20 minutes of stable 
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Figure 3. VLl;/FSK signal format. 
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Figure 5. Recove,cJ clock from VLl·'/FSK signal. 
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timing. l;igure 6 shows data taken from the signal received from NPG/NLK at 18.6 kHz. 

The left portion of the graph shows the operation with the receiver's discriminator and the 

right portion of the graph shows the operation with the coherent demodulator. The abrupt 

shifts in the line were caused by changes in the phase of the offset frequency. The 

straight portions of the line indicate the stability of the recovered clock. These prelimi

nary data indicate that the system will operate well for timekeeping purposes. 

NBA is expected to be on the air in January, and at that time data should be obtained that 

will permit a more complete evaluation of the system. 

PRECISION TIME AND TIME INTERVAL (PTTI) IN NAVAL COMMUNICATIONS 

As a result of the application of new technology, the Naval Communications System is 

rapidly evolving into a high-speed digital network consisting of fixed, mobile, and itinerate 

users. Such a system portends multiplexing hierarchies based upon command levels, 

priorities, geographical locations, and so on. A fundamental limiting factor in such a 

system is network timing and synchronization. Basic to the success of such a system is the 

ability to define and discipline time interval and time-of-event. 

The PTTI program addresses itself to the definition and coordination of precision time and 

time interval. A communication system may take the form shown in Figure 7. Here sev

eral communication nodes or functions are involved. These nodes may originate or transfer 

communication information and they may opl'rate in a one-way or two-way mode. 

Furthermore, they may consist of synchronous or asynchronous systems. A rather complex 

situation is created wherein the interleaving of synchronous, asynchronous, high-speed, and 

low-speed data streams rnay be required. In addition, Lhe time required for processing 

within the nodes, transit between the nodes, and variations in these time lengths must be 

considered. Unless a discipline is imposed on the bit, frame, link, and network synchroni

zation or an intolerably large buffer is included, the system will be subject to a high error 

rate. The implementation of the PTTl concept will provide each node with a knowledge 

of time coordinated from a single point, with an error which is small compared to the 

length of the bit. It will also provide a means for the precision control of the timing 

aspects of the station, which will result in an ability to precisely control bit lengths and the 

position in time of code streams. 

A PTTI-coordinated communication node may appear as shown in Figure 8. Bit timing 

will be coordinated at each node so that as each bit is transmitted by the node, the bit's 

leading edge will be synchronized to coordinated time. Frame, link, and network timing 

should be referenced to coordinated time and predesignated according to operational 

constraints. Predcsignation may be made by preassignment, preamble, program, 

hierarchical level, or operational decision. ln any event, the receiving node should be 

cognizant of the predesignated times so that code-stream presynchronization may be 

accomplished relative to the station PTTI-rnordinated clock. 
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Figure 7. Communications network concept. 



PTT! implies that at each communication juncture or node, a time reference be maintained 
which is sufficiently stable in its long-term average to provide a time or event in which the 
error is small relative to lhe length of the bit and to provide this time or event even after 
considerable periods of no communication. The stability and synchronization of the local 
reference clock are basic requirements. PTTI assumes the utilization of any available 
method for synchronization, including both active and passiw systems (Figure 9). Any 

transmission containing a characteristic which can be identified in time can be utilized for 

time transfer and the subsequent synchronization of a local clock. Two-way systems have 

a capability for the correction or propagation delays. The time-transfer accuracy will be a 

function of the system precision. The accuracy of one-way systems will naturally be depen

dent upon not only the precision of the system but the predictability of the transmission 

delay as well_ At the present time, the most accurate operational method of time transfer 

over long distances is through the DSCS Satellite System, which can provide coordinated 

time anywhere in the world to I/ I 0th of a microsecond. Other systems, such as Loran C, 
VLF, lJIIF, or I-ff, arc dependent upon the proximity or the user to the transmitter. The 

VLF system, for instance, can provide coordinated time on a worldwide basis to wilhin a 

few microseconds. It is expected that all major areas, such as short-communications sta

tions, shipyards, or any major rendezvous point for ships, would maintain high-precision 

time and would have the capability for the transfer of this time ovn short distances to 

mobile units such as i,hips or aircraft. It must also be recognized that the systems which 

are utilized by the communication nodes have a capabilily for time synchronization (see 

Figure 8). Extraction of this information can be accomplished without interfering with 

the normal cornrnunication aspects. The ability to keep time and to control time interval 
is dependent upon the stability and drift rate of lhe reference oscillators. Two basic modes 
of operation are cnvisiorn..'d by the PTT! program; namely, one which utilizes a nearly 
invariant standard, such as the cesium molecular-beam device, alld one which utilizes 
standards which have drift rates and which require updating, such as crystal oscillators or 
rubidium standards. The basic difference lies in the fact that the frequency or time interval 
which is produced from a cesium molecular-beam device is based upon the statistical 

average of the actions of a natural phenomena which essentially remains invariant. The 

time interval in this case is known within one part in 1011 and can be relied upon without 
reference to other standards. The time-error accumulation in such a system also varies in 

a straight-line fashion and can be easily predicted over long periods of time. Crystal 

oscillators have inherent in their 1nechanical n:iture, drift rates which are affected by en

vironmental changes. The required stability of an oscillator used for PTT! purposes will 

be dependent not only upon its inherent drift rate' but also on the frequency at which it 

can be recalibrated. 

Figure IO shows typical frequency drifts of various frequency/time references. Figure 11 
indicates the accumulated time error which would result from these drifts. It would be 

expected in a major communication node, such as a shore communication station, that a 

cesium molecular-beam refcrL:nce standard would be utilized as the PTT! source and a 
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distribution made throughout the station. Discipline time/frequency oscillators would be 

utilized at user points. Synchronization of time kept by the standard clock could be ac

complished by the most accurate or the optimum available method. Many COM ST As have 

direct access to DSCS terminals. In the case of mobile units, means should be provided for 

direct synchronization with a major node (at the beginning of the mission). 

One of the problems which exists in PTTI discipline of communication systems is that of 

delays arising from communication paths, instrument errors, or asynchronous systems. 

The solution to this problem lies in the ability to identify a predesignated time. Original 

broadcasts can be synchronized to start in a designated time relative to the standard clock. 

When a transmission is retransmitted after reception by a second communication node, 

its beginning must be delayed in sufficient time to account for any delays which occurred 

in the first transmission. One solution would be to normalize transmissions so that they 

would begin only at predesignated points, for instance, at each second. Another solution 

would be to designate the transmission start in accordance with the position of the node 

in the hierarchy. Since the transmission modes and patterns are known by the receivers, 

the precise beginning of message transmission from any given station would be officially 
designated. Either of these methods allows the station to presynchronizc for any pre
scribed transmission. Network timing and synchronization can be made inherent in such 

a system, and the total delay involved in the transmission of a particular message could be 
reduced to the optimum. Time required for synchronization, resynchronization, or syn

chronization during jamming periods would be greatly reduced or eliminated. The advan
tage of retiming can be readily seen from Figure 6. The error introduced in the transmis
sion path would be virtually eliminated when retransmitted from the following node. 

In practice, the PTTI system will provide to the communication system a stable base for 

time-interval control and a coordinated reference for time-of-event control. It will utilize, 

where possible, characteristics of the communication links to maintain or verify the co

ordinated time. Under this system, a digital transmission would operate with all of its 

time-frequency aspects controlled relative to real time. The beginning of the code 

sequences would be designated by the operational constraints and would be subject to 

operational control. Such a method of operation permits the transfer of time to the nearest 

time increment through the communication, without interference. It also allows users who 

need only the time information the ability to extract it without the necessity of extracting 

communication information. Under this system many of the communication links would 

be automatic-position-location points which could be readily utilized by a tactical situa

tion to determine propagation distances or position location. 
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